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A

ivile.Alate 1960'x,- the 'fie ds of social and educational

POOology found n intersection which 'generated enormous

pao,fess lona

teaCht

And public. interest. ,Involved was the possibility

beliefs' aboUt student-performaneet could Operate

as what Kerton -0957) cal l ed .sel f-ful fil Ting prophecies. -More
. .,..-.

,
:sPecifi cally, interest ti asas taken in whether teachepbelik,.., efs

about future. student achievement couldactitally-Influence how'

students: eventual ly.performed.. The Aost v b i s igation
,,

into the teacher prophesy was Rosenthal And .-JasObson's- .(1968)

.

To 6 tn t he Clji.Inclyil.-

y the -early T910! s, this intersection had essentially

disappeared. Social psychologists interested in the educational

Context haid Sub-stituted causal' attributiorls as the cognition of
t

choice (Weiner and col legues 1971) and ,had returned to the more

traditional workplace, tithe' laboratory. Iduc4tional psychologists-,

meanwhile, .maintained a -keen interest. in expectation effects and,

.,or the Most 'part,o ntlnued to research the ClUestion in natural-

Asti c 'settings.

The overriding' pp pose of the efforts f am about to describe-

has 'been the .reintegratiOn of social,-,theOry and educational

research. , Specifically, attribution theory is used to provide

the expl anitorY links needed to make the expectation communication

;process_ understandable. `To begin, a model for teacher expedtation

communication will be presented Which uses attribution thebiv

-,and-concepts as explanatory, links in the communication process

( c f . Cooper, 19 7 9 ) . Then, a . set of data wi11 be presented whi.

e



e communication process and ,the gene

tribLitiohthe- J. to in- class,
relations.

.:A-Model:for Teacher- Expectation Communication

FigurP sAna-izes how the eXpeotationprocess might proceed.

altty-of

teacher- stude=nt

The model begins, with the contention that teacher.farm dtffer7

ekpectations for student TerforMance. The fact: that

performance expectations vary'. is,bey6nd argument. The point is

--mAde here t nsore that we- `be-gin with -the teacher's "raw data"

and that the process' -- non - recursive nature' is made explicit.,

teachers form

differential Oercep iphs of 'tudents, but they dal so cognitively..

The moAel net proposes that, not only

distinguish befwapn-.classrpowinteraction contexts Specifically,-

'classroom situations differ in the amount of personal control--

they allow a teacher, and teachers may be aware ithat suCh7

differences exist. In teacher-initiated interactions, for instance,

the teacher has chosen .the. question and.the student who is- to
.

respond. -In student -initiated-iter'actions,,on the-other 'WTI,-

the;child'has at least phrased the .question and has determined

some extent that he or she will, be jnyolved. Presumably, then,

most teachers will feel- the greatest degree o'f personal control

Pver what an interact ion will be about and when it will occur

-.when they themselves- are initiators.

The magnitude Prsituational distinctions in control should

depend on student chars eristics as. well. part-Ocular, h h

expectation students- arc probably viewed by teachers as generally

more controllable,th n low expectation students.' Control of low



expectation uden
.

,

_ may be more si'Uattonelly. ppen.aent..; Teeob

may feel their. own initi,on toward slowsp-roVide perceptibly
v.. .

more control . :fors themselve.than when loWitudents do the

initiating, ,
More :important, teachers may-l?elleve that the More

control 'over .slow s.tudents q.context affo cis them, the more' likely.

it is that the exchange will . be fruitful.

-This Ter.sonal control notion provides the link betti een.

expectations and -bserveck patterns of,classro 'feedback -and:

climate,. SpeCifioally, teachers can:maximize conteol-',o-yer slow

students' by inhibiting sjows' SUO-1 a .Strategy.woOd

entail the use of simple.rein'orbeMentprinciples. The teachdr

increases personal control through the Creations
-7,

socioembtional environment and-the'reltive infrequent use of

praise and freer use of criticism in intractions with lows.

Work by Rosenthal (1974) and by Brophy apA Goecr(1974) "ndicates

that such expectation differences io feedb4O1( =and climate-do

exist in Samples of classrooms.

-4-

an-unrewarding

The use of feedback and climate to control interactions' has

other- implications, however. A control strategy means high and

low students are evaluated usin differentcontingenties. dome

teachers may 'tend not to praise strong efforts from lows because,

praise will reduce future, personal control by encouraging slow

student initiations. Teachers may also tend to be more critical:

of weak efforts from lows since criticism increases future

.control. In' evaluating highs, teachers may dispense praise, and

4
itiCismtliore -dependent on exhibited effort, since 6turCcont' of

hishs! t2en'avior, is .less of an- issue. As has been argued by



Baron (1977; 1979 ) ; .thi differential contingency

.has .impl ication-s for attri tiuti on, theory. Attri buti On

y Proposes, that re infor6emen primarily a function of

cej ed effort since s iflternal but unstable -cause implies

futir e behavior. can be shaped. The Qommuni cati on model however

lies that in fa to-face classroom situattons the use of

rliriforcement as a control device' supersedes its use as an indicant

,effort. Reinforcement will_ be used by 'a eache.r

cla5sro6m t t'management :until he-eacher :b rlieies

as an aid

tudents will

'behAve = in a satisfactory- manner without' it. Only wi 1

'einfo cernen use reflect the .
contingency precri bed by broader

social

WO.

values ,namel,Y that strong effort i s good and. weak effort
.

The empi ri cal demonS trati pm I wi 1 1 descri be shertly, addresses

the question -what .attributions covary th i nrcl ass

nent.

is argued, them that, negative climate and eedbadk

patterns for low expectation students increase teac er cont

over when interactions with these students will occur. Howove

the control strategy also. means 1 ow's Wil I seek less interaction,
A

OWS will 'be' less

effort contingent than feedback to hihs. The susta nin4 of low

.expectation student performance = i s viewed to, be a ,re ult o

-these di fferent feedback contingencies.

with the teacher and teacher feedback to

Numerous studies- report that students who .are high in achieve-

Mefit 'motivation believe that effort,,,and performance oU
,

tcome

cpvary ('e g. , Kukla, 1912 ) . `They- believe the rafrder they try

the more likely thy are to. succeed, 'Students low in \achievement



how hard

Ti ceivCless effortOUttome cOvarlation,,,. No matter

hey. tny these students perceive, themselves as less

Mjle'to -influence the outcomes of.their'performanee. This perceP-.

tion onthe part cif low ex ec ationstudents may be an accurate

reflection of classroom environment. A greater- use of

eedback by teachers to centrolinteractions,with lows may, lead

to a
lk
e osser belief on their part that effort can bring success.

-ocomplete the expectation communicationprocesS', the
.

,

effects` of.perceived noncentingentlAeinforceMent need to be
,

stater Little-perceived '_Y-flort-outcome :tovarition appears .to

lead-to.jlegativeaffect and attitudes towards "tasks presented'
,

ess,persls.tence in the faa.of- failure, and finally, greater,

incidence of,tfailure. Wiith the translation-of student beliefs
.

into student prforance'the expectation communication model is

completed.

Method

We have'recently finished a two-y.ear study wh ch attempted

o test most of the model_1.ink5 in a single sa4le -of classrooms'.

would like to refer to 'a, set of data,from this study which.as'ks'

the'Oestion ",Do teacher Attributions correlate'with the use of

affective feedback,' and if so, are the attribution-feedback

relations different for tpdents at different expectation level

The data involved was obtained frowsixteen thi -ri, fourth and

fifth grade classrooms", with twelve'students studied in,eacti class., -

The- sixtben classrooms were drawn from five schools serving

mostly white,' middle and lower middle class families. Each

classroom was observed for about eight hours, t .tbree t.i,mes of the



school year during Fall,' Wi Winter and pri ng. Among many

behaviors .observed and recorded were- --the -frequency: o.f student

approprilteand inappropriate responding.-atidthe:frequeney of

and ignoring of these responses. At

three.eerretspondiro times during..the Year't.hetedeherwereask

to provide causal attributions for the observed. student's

successes and failures. In the .fashion deteribed by'Coopie and'

''ger (1 9.0) teaciTers 0-ovided open,endee,attributions. They

.then assigned pe centages tp ea.ch causedependent on how frequently

the attribution explained the'ttud'ents perforMance. Causes
. .

were- then placed by two Coders- lete One of eleven categories,

as shown in 'Figure 2. .F the 'analyses' that folloW, these eleven:

categories were -e u ed to .five More substantive types. Thus,

eacCof-the twelve students in each elass.had .ten percentage'

scores, with .five'related to success and .five to failure.

To investigate the relations between success attributions

and praise, 00assrooms were grouped according, to whether the

teacher used a Jrelatively large amount or a relatively small

amount of praise per appropriate response'. That is teacher's average

praise usage wa- first residualized using the average appropriate

responses in the Classroom as predictor. 'Residuals were then

used to assign teachers to high and low praising groups. This

variable served as a between- classrooms factor. A _similar procedure

was used to classify students within each classroom into relatively

high and' low praise-receivers. Also.: two within -class expecta-

tion groups were formed. The six students who teachers ranked

highest on verbal ability and general potential formed the high



.!txpectat on group and the six ranked lowesformed,,IAtie lo

xpectat on group. For failure# 'attribution analyses, criticism
nd ignbring of responses provided a compos te residualiied

tp

.measure teaenei7s and stodepts.:Antb -groups. The rest dual
. , ,

:::lzation.Procedure means comparisons are between the relative

likiihoadj on any.-sinqieresbonse', of gvvihgor receiving affect..

In essence, then,stints were categorized as to ,(1) whether-

.their teacher generally 0 a-more or legs praise-and criticism
--,

than other, teachers, .(2), whether they received generally more

less praise or criticism than their classmates, and '(3).whpth

heir teacher` had relatively:1'09n or'low:expectation for them.,-,

This meant one between-. and two within-class distinctions could

be tested. The analyses owl the attribution data were conducted

s,e0arately.for -the three times of the school year. This was

done so that classrooms and students could be reclassified at

each time tb increase power. Finally, a rather complicated

scheme was used to decide what results were worthy of reporting.

To address all the relevent issues would consume most)of my time,

sa. if interest is strong, I an discuss these later./

Res ul

-Between-(JaSsroom Relations. The analyses of attributions

for successful outcomes revealed few noteworthy between-class

relations.. Causal citations and the :teacher's general frequency

of praise dispensation were essentially unrelated, though two

categories 'ought to be mentioned.. These are presented in Table 1

In the Fall, .tedchers who used More praise cited internal stable

factors as the cause of their students' pe formances more often



than..did. low praise 'users. However, this tendency was-not as
.

.

.

pTonounced-in-the-Ainter and.wal.,-reyersed in the ,Sp,ring.. Only

one causal category for success attributions ,produced a.consistent

direction of relation thrdughout.the chool year. Teachers
-4

who cited external teacher-relat16d factors as mire often causing

their students successes used less praise than low perceived

-involvemelit teachers, The negative relation between-general

teacher. Praising and 'pereived personal'involvernent ln outcomes

was fund in the Fall, Winter and Spring, but the relation never

reacsapd the status of a

The betweehrtlassrooM effects proved more robust for failure

attributions and criticism. Table 2 presents the means underlying

two apparent relations between teachers' general criticism usage

and their-Causal perceptions. SpecifiCally, teachers who used Abe.-

tatistical trend.

most criticism felt students failures were less often caused by

deficiencies-in internal stable factors and more.often caused

by a lack of,immediate effort The immediate effort category

means in SpringWere not consistent with this conclusion. In

general, hoWever, the internal Stable and immediate effort results
*

are sOpportiVe of the achi=evement attribution model.

Within- lasr(-..om Relations., Several relations emerged

involving attributions for success and whether or not a student
A,.

receiVeo more or less praise than his or her classmates.

Surprisingly, the relation between immediate effort and praise

.displayed in Table 3 was opposite to that predicted by attribu-.

t.ion theory. Srtdents whQ, received the most praise were least

likely to have irnniediate effort cited as the cause of their

successes, though the elation approachqds4gnificance only in



Spring. Also unp edicted we e a main e.ffect and interactions

invol vi.ng the external teacher - related category..- The underlying

means' are presented in:Cable 4.

First, and in general, those student whose foccesses were

seen by their teachers as-pore often .caused by teacher-related'

factors were also'the students ,wtho received the most praise.

This trend was apparent in' Fall and Winter, with consistent

Means-in SprtngL. The significant interaction -revealedthet the

strength of this Othin-class relation majibe mediated by the

teacher's expectation for the student. At all three times of the

school year, low expectation students showed the relation between

teacher causes and praise to a greater degree than did high'

expectation students.. The interaction reached significance only

in Winter, however. Thus praise in classrooms is dependent

on high teacher involvement, this may be more true for low than

high!expectatien students.

The analyses also revealed several exp ctatien'pain effects

and one cross -level in erection. These are of only. tangential

Anterest to us here so their specifics-will be passed over to

save time.

Discussion

In sum, then, this'study produced quite a few interestiag,

findings. With regard to variation-among classrooms, it was

found that teachers who used relatively more criticism per,

interaction were those who less .often cited internal stable

causes and more often cited immediate .effort.causes for student

failure. Also, teachers who' were freest with praise. were those



reported successes were due to e Lt rhal teacher ,

-related facltors. ``These results are perfectlY,eansistent with

achievement attribution theory as described by,ftirier and
k

collegues (1.971)

the- esCiltsWtaininT opm:p, cesses .were

ferent,jiowever., Students were most ely p-ral ed

mere tho e whoie successes-wereleast often due to internal

stable causes and mast'oftenL,Ou6,ta teacher-relate cauSes.40-r-

This last, relation is asite to that found for'the-sme

attributions at the between cl4sS level he,more f-equently,
°

student's successes were seen Jas implying -a" posifii.ve teacher

influence, the more freely the -.student was praised, ,relative to

classmates.. In addition, the.strength of this relation vas

mediate by the teachei'ls xpecttidn for .the-studentls perform-

Tle.degree to which praise and teacher - related causes

covarie* was-greater for lbw than high expectation students.-

From this datta, then, what conclusions can be drawn aboUt

at ibuti.on theory and expectation communication? In'general,

the result_seem to clearly support the- notion that feedback

is effort-cantingent when teacher averaye feedb4ck use is at

issue. ,This seems reasonable, -since these averages, may not be

responsive to the daily requirements of classroom management.

When one e'xamines how teachers distribute reinforcement withi

cia&sraom, h'Owever, there is no evidence that these -deviations

om the mean are effort - related.' Rather, students whose causes

for success most often imply the teacher has had a pesitive

influence are given freest praise.
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The data also genera ly. supported the-expectation communi-

cation.
4.

model. LW a manner perhaps even stronger than suggested

by-the model, a teacher concern with per-sonal Control emerged'

from the data. The model proposed that high expectation student

reinf

to lows,

;Pnt digit be more _.-fort contingent than reinforcement

This. elation did not op

111C--e suPPortive relation, did emerge

expec

but another,,potentially

It wa s to id flat low

on sti .=nit feedback mju he more contingent than high's

feedbag; on fol, -,ins; teocher Juror Lions andwc ing at

appv-pr to-,k If this I he loos mdy be lecl-hilly

u1 c 111 -,L'd MOIL! ut tc11 thon highs sw_ ses
that totemr

by help fr

of ooyHi Lion lucid

he 1(2a ler LIc<,I ly, th)s

tht. _,dine

person 1 LontIcA Leto -n qhs ond lutes

t 1 1110 (Jul Ult1 ot(Hy, them, wc

dltleicht ILJL1L, idt

this di ffeft:nt t 1 le reIntor

rl I !-L-,

by the expel

edit 1 1 1

cmcut LoHtImq 1
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Fig :e.2

Categories Used Relate Teacher Attributions and Affective Feedback

Attribution Categories

1 internal Stable Causes

Abi 1 i ty

revious Experience

Acquired Characteristics
(_harries, attitude
.self perception)

2. Stable Effort

table Effo-

Interest in the
Subject Matter

3. Immediate Effort Cause:

Immediate Effort

Attention

Teacher-Rela -d Causes

Directions and instru tions

Task

Other- Cau_

Family

Crther- Students

ivt Fe

Teacbert,
Relative ut,c HI,jh

of Affect
Foolliywing
a ..Student Low
Re4onse

Note.

Catvgul

latIA-Reception of Arr u t ive

Seer Luc k Following a ---pons

H i 0 h
Low

High leacher low Teacher High Teacher Low Ii=i-acher
High

LxpuLtation ExTeutation Exp(,ctation_ __

Teachers and students .lore categorized separately for Pt

,and criticism and for each time of the school year.criticism time of .



Table 1

betyleen.:Classroom Relations
Involving A Teacher's Average Use of Praise

and Average Citation of Different Causes for Success

of Student Successes
Attri buted to

`Teacher's Use of Praise,

15

Less Than More Than

Othr 'Teachers Other Teachers

Internal - Stable' Caus -e Fall

(ability; previous !linter
experience;: acquired
characteristics) Spring

Teacher-Related Ca , Fall

(follovied directions; n ter
'good instruction; -

2
appropriate tasks) spring

No

28.9

,32.1

33.4

13.7

14.8

19.6

46.4

34.0

29.5

.5

8.2

14.2

At all three times of the school _year, teachers who used

relatively. more proise (per appropriate student e)

were also those who most often cited internal stable causes

for their students' successes. In winter, this relation

approached significance (F(1,14)=2.44, p< 15).

'2, At all thret Limes _ r the Schuo 4 yea', teaLhe i uliu w,ed

reidtively less pra is were also those who most often cited

external teachel-relatud causes ror their stude,,ts' successes.

The relation nevtr approached stye Pica



Table 2

Between-Classroom Relations
Involving a Teacher's Average Use of Negative

F6edback and Average Citation of
Different Causes for Failure

of Student Failures
Attri bated to:

Internal-S

(lack of abil i try
inexperience; had
habits an-d attitudes

I m m e d i a t e t C

(lack 'Of a -.11Lion;

not. bein g p- rt. Hared

for the tasL)L

Notes

T- cher's .Else o'f Negative 'Feedback

16

Less Than More Than

Other Teachers. Other Teachers

Fall 20.3 9.8

Winter e-29,4
13.9

Spring 34.0 14.9

fall 37,3 47.6

Winter 34.7 60.0'

Spring 3 .0 35.3

AL cr 11 threu tifflos the sLhooI year, teacher s who used

Tel lLss neg trve reedbdci, (per interaction) were

also .those who (host often cited' internal Stdh10 COUSUS

for, their students' efailures(Fall F(114)-2.75, p (.13;
Winter F ( I ,14)-41.10, p < .07; Sp, thy [(1'.14)-'3.43 p < 9).

At I I three of the yuot, tuochel:, N htt u!)od

rely iely more metpitryt2 feedliatr. werc' also 0 _e who orot

often 'Led laci, of irirmodiaLu of fort as the cause their.

students' fai lures. The relation NO StOtistiC011y

significant in Winty (F(1,13)-4,70, p < .05). The .:-.)priny

means vie nOt LOnSi5tent with thu flnliny-



Table -3

Within- Na'ssroom Relations
Involving a Teacher's Relative Use of Praise

Toward Different Students and the Teacher's Citation

of Different Causes for the Student's Success

0 Student's Successes
ttributed to:

Student's Reception of Praise

Less Than More Than

Other Students 0 her Students

Immediate Effort

(paying attention,
being proared ,

for the task)

Fall 2 C,7 4.2

W triter 33.6 32.x}

Spring 28.3 22.B

17

Note. 1. At all three times of the school. yc students whi were

praised relatively more (per anbropriate=resoonse) than

the classmates were those whose succeses were least

often seen ai-, caused by immediate effort factor, In

Spring, thi relation approached ignifi(.ance, 1(1,1')=

3.01, p K. 11 \-4



Within-Classroom Relation
Different Students,
and the Teacher's Ci

Students' Successes
Attributed to:

Table 4

Involving a Teacher's Relative Use of Praise Toward
he Teacher's Relative Expectation for.Students
ation of Different Causes for Student Success

Teacher's Exp'ectation for the Student

Highe*Than Other Students Lower Than Other Students

MOre Praise Less Praise
Than Other Students

More Praise Less Praise
Than Other Students

Teache -Rela ed Causes

`(followed directions;
good instruction;
appropriate tasks

Fall - 5.23 4.0 21,94 15.21

Winter 2.92 0.67 y 0,01 11.71

Spring 11.40 11_25 25,08 20.04

Note. 1. At all three time of the year, those students whose successes were Seen by their

teachers as more often caused by teacher-related factors were also the students

who-received most praise. The relation was significant in Fall (F(,14)-3.20,

0 <.10) and Winter (F(1,13)=9,68, p C .01). In addition, low expectation students

showed the relation. to a greater extent- than high expectation students at 411

three times of the school year, with a significant interaetion present in
Winter "-(---r"( 1 _1 jr.11',29, T K.005).



school ye during Fall," linter and Spring. Among many

beWaviors .observed and recordedthe-jrequency:o.f :student

appropriateand inappropriate responding.-akithe:frequencYof

teacher.praAse',' criticism and igna.ring of these responses. At

three.carretsponding times duriig..the Yeartbeteachers.-wereask

to provide causal attributions for the observed. stuslent's

successes and failureS. In the .fashion de'sCribbd by'Cnoaer.and

Burger (1 g K)) teachers provided open,endeCLattributions. They

then assigned percentages to each causedependent on how frequently
. . . . .

the attribution explained the student's perforMance. Causes

were then placed by two Coders-into one of eleven categories,

as shown in Figure 2. .

Far'the:analyses that folloW theSeelevem-

categories were reduced to .five more substntive types. Thus,

eacCof-the twelve students in each class had ten percentage

scores, with five related to success and five to failure.

To investigate the relations between success attributions

and praise, cl,,assrooms viere grouped according, t whether the

teacher u ed a Jrelatively large amount or a rela ive1V- mall

,
amount of praise per AppI2priate =orpIj That i5i teacher's average

praise usage was first residualized using the average appropriate

.responses in the classroom as predictor. Residuals were then

used to assign teachers to high and low praising groups. This

variable served as a between- classrooms factor. A _similar procedure

was used to classify students within each classroom into relatively

high and low praise-receivers. Also:, two within -class expecta-

tion groups were formed. The six students who teachers ranked

highest oh verbal ability and general potential formed the high



expectation grow and the six ranked lowespfarmedhe lot

pettationgroW. For fa i lure 'attribution analy'ses criticism_

nd ighbri6g Of responses provided a'.composite' retjdualiied,,

.Measure place, teachers and students into groups. The resi

.:.12ation,proCedure means comparisons are between the relative

anv,single 'responsft', of giving or receiving affect.'.

In _sence, then,stide.nts were categorized as to (1) whether-

teacher ge rallyU ell-more or lees praise-a-d criticism . Y.

than other,teachers,,(2) whether they. recei-ved generally more

or less praise or criticismjhan their classmates, and ).whether.

-heir teacher had relatively.ihigh. 'low:expectation for them.

This meant one .between- and two within- class' distinctions could

be tested. The anarySes of the attribution data were conducted

sparately. for the three times of the school year. This was
,

-
,

done, so that classrooms and students could be reclassified a

each time tb increase power. Finally, a rather complicated

scheme was used to decide. what results were worthy of repor ing.

To address all

so. if interest

Resul is

e relevent- issues would consume most, of my time,

strong, I can discuss these later./

-Between-Q,lassoon Relations. The analyses of attributions

for successful outcomes revealed few noteworthy between-class

relations. Causal citations and the teacher's general frequency

of praise dispensation werp.essentially unrelated, though two

categories Ought to be mentioned... These are .presented in Table 1

In the ,Fall, Aedchers: who used More praise. cited internal stable

fdctors as the cause of their students' performances' more often



than did. laW praise 'users. However this tendency was not as
,

pronouncecrin-the Winter an.d.wareversed theSprino. Only

one causal category for_ success attributions.,praducgd vconSiStent-,

direction of relation thrdughout.the chool year. Teachers

who cited external teacher -relat16d factors as mare often causing

their students successes used less praise than low perceived

- involvement teachers. The negatiVe relation between general

teacher praising and ae ceived personal'involvernent in outcomes

was dund in the Fall, inter and Spring, but the relation never

reaqLed the status of a statistical trend.

Tfhe betweenClassrooM effects proved more robust for failure

attributions and criticism. Table 2 presents the means underlying.

two apparent relations between teachers' general criticism usage

and thei Causal perceptions. SpecifiCally, teachers who used the

most criticism felt students failu were less often caused by

internal 'stable...factors and more.often caused

-by a laCk fort. The immediate effort category

means in Spring Were not consistent with this conclusion. In

general, hoWever, the internal stable and immediate effort results

are sUpportiVe of the achievement attribution model.

Within-C1asrcom Relations.. Several relations emerged

Involving attributions for success and whether or not a student
A,. ,

received More or less praise than his or her classmates.

Surprisingly, the relation between immediate effort and praise

.displayed in Table 3 was opposite to that predicted by attribu-.

t.ion theory. SnIdents who received the most praise were least

likely to have immediate effort cited as the cause of their

successes, though the lation approachedsionificance only in



Spring. Also uhp edicted were a main effect and interactions

involving the external Jeaeher-related category. The underlying

means' are presented in Table 4.

First, and in general, those 'stydent$' whose *Ilccesses were

seen by their teachers as -more often caused by teacher-related

factors were also'the students mho received the most praise.

This trend was apparent _in Fall and Winter with consistent

means-in Sprtng. The significant interaction revealed that the

.

strength of this within- class relatton maikbe mediated by the

teacher's expectation for the student. At all three times of the
S.

school year, low expectation students showed:the relation between

teaeher causes and praise to a greater degree than did Ugh'

expectation students. The interaction reached significance only

in Winter, however. Thus; if praise in classrooms is' dependent

on high teacher involvement, this may be more true for low than.

higirrexpeetatien students.

The analyses also revealed several expectation : main effects

and one cross -level eraction. These are of only. tangential

'Anterestto us here so their specifics-will be passed over to

save :time.

Discussion

In sum, then, this'study produced quite a few interesting,

findings. With regard to variation-among classrooms it was

found that teachers who used relatively more criticism per.

interaction were those who less often cited internal stable

causes and more often cited immediate .effort.causes for student

failure. Also, teachers who' were freest with -praise, were those



pho.lea-§1 0 tem,- -reperted successes e due to

-related fators, liese results are perfec

acher

1Y. -eansisterrt with
t

achievement theory as described by -1"Aerarid

collegues (1971).,

-The- esOlts4-pertaining-_

quite `d

were those whaSe,successqs werp,leastaften due to internal

within- classroom "p,

ent,jlowever., 5tudefitt'ylho were most freely ifrai ed

stable causes and mast'eften:,due. teacher-relA causes.

This last, relation is paaaLitt to _that found for:thes'ame.

attributions at the between-class level. The,more f-equently z-

'student's successes.were seen zi implying -a posifi fve teacher

influence, the more freely thes. udent was praised, relative to

classmates. addition, the .strength of this relation was

mediate by the teache expectation for the students perform -

ance._ Th degree' to which praise. and teacher-related causes

covarie' was-greater for low than high expectation students.-

From this datta, .then, what conclusions can be drawn about

ttribution theory and expectation communication? In'general,

the result_spem to clearly support th- notion that' feedback

is effort-centin-gent when teacher average feedba,ck use is at

issue. .This seems reasonable, -since these averages, may not be

responsive to the daily requirements of classroom management.

When one examines how 'eachers distribute reinforcement within

a classroom, h'bwever, there is no evidence that-. these -deviations

m the mean are effort - related.} Rather, students whose causes

,for success most n imply the teacher has had a positive

in'fluence are given freest praise.


